To meet the increasing needs of high speed communication, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems are emerging very rapidly. There has also been considerable interest in upgrading the existing single channel fiber optic networks to the multichannel WDM systems. With the invention of the EDFA, the data carrying capacity is mainly limited by the fiber dispersion. Dispersion compensating schemes provide a cost effective option for upgrading the existing networks to WDM networks. One of the dispersion compensation schemes uses higher order mode propagation in the compensating fiber [l]. It has been shown that a wide band dispersion compensation can be achieved by proper design of the compensating fiber (CF) [2] . The scheme however needs mode converters, for converting LPol to LP11 mode and vice versa. To achieve wide band dispersion compensation, the mode converter also should have wide band characteristics. In this paper, we theoretically investigate a broad band mode converter (MC) in the form of a tilted fiber bragg grating (TFBG). This MC has advantage over other types of converter that it is compact and can be easily spliced with the existing and the dispersion compensating fiber.
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where 71 is the fringe visibility of the index, 6,,ff is the dc index change. z' = zcosI3 + zsinC).
.db is the grating period, and z-axis is t,aken along the axis of the fiber. The tilt angle (0) in the grating introduces asymmetry into the system and consequently the power can be coupled from forward propagating LPol mode tjo forward propagating LPl1 mode. For forward coupling of the two modes, the grating period should satisfy the condition where DOI and 011 are the propagation constants of mode LPol and LPl1 modes respectively. respectively, the coupled amplitude for LP11 mode at the coupling length (L,) will be Considering, the LPOI and LPII forward propagating modes have amplitude A01 and All
where K is the coupling coefficient and y is given by .
where AD = (001 -Pl1) -2ncosC)/iZh. The coupling coefficient for small tilt angle (e) can be written as where 90 and Q 1 l are the modal field distribution, a is the core radius, R is radius upto which field is computed and X is the wavelength of operation. From (5) it can be seen that the coupling coefficient is directly proportional the tilt angle 0. However the behavior of K as a function of X is not explicit. For broad band MC the K should be as flat as possible as a function of A. The behavior of K can be controlled by fiber parameters like core radius and A. For the analysis, we have considered a step index fiber with (A = 0.4%). The A is chosen such that the fiber. is dual mode for the analyzed range of a. Linear finite element method (LFEM) is used to solve the scalar wave equation [4] for obtaining the modal propagation constants, pol and and the modal field distributions. The wavelength range from 1.53pm -1.57pm is selected to study the broad band characteristics of the MC. The length of the MC is taken to be equal to L, at the center wavelength of 1.55pm. The mode conversion efficiency as a function of X for different core radii are shown in Fig. l(a) . We find that the conversion efficiency peaks for core radius of about 6.0pm, and fora = 0.4%, A, = 599.38pm, L, = 2.7cm, b,,ff = 4.0 x lo-* and tilt angle of 5". For these parameters we get better than 99 % of power coupled to LPll mode over entire wavelength range.
After having analyzed and designed a broad band converter, one may be interested in knowing the insertion loss due to mode field diameter (MFD) mismatch, when the MC is placed in a dispersion compensating system. To analysis the insert,ion loss, we have considered a CF, designed in (51. The MFD for step index fiber is taken to be 9.5pm. Fig. l(b) , shows the insertion loss of the MC as a function of wavelength for different core radii. It can be noted that the insertion loss monotonically decreases with radius but the flatness of conversion efficiency peak around a = 6.0pm. The maximum insertion loss for optimum MC is therefore 0.35 dB over wavelength range of 1.53pm -1.57pm.
In summary, we have shown that the flatness of a wide band mode converter using tilted fiber bragg grating can be optimized with fiber parameters namely the core radius. Insertion loss due to MC is also computed. 
